
YEM INVEST ACTION 

Action period: 2021-07-14 / 2021-08-31 

 

Bonus qualification: LT Invest program 

 

THE LIFESTYLETRADING YEM INVEST PROMOTION !! 

 

YEM… Your Everyday Money 

 

The YEM is an internationally established digital currency. 

Compared to the more than 1000 other so-called crypto currencies 

worldwide, the YEM presents itself and functions completely differently 

and offers everyone the opportunity with "him" to have real value and 

the digital means of payment of tomorrow today Receive! 

 

As a member of the LifestyleTrading community you have already dealt 

with crypto (digital) currencies and by the time you decide to start an LT 

Invest program you will be familiar with the process of exchanging euros 

or US dollars for Bitcoin (BTC) in order to convert them into to start a 

dollar invest and receive Bitcoin in the course of a payout. 

 

Crypto (digital) currencies have become an integral part of modern times 

and will continue to influence our lives in the future and redefine the way 

we deal with “money”! 

 

Born as an idea in November 2011, the YEM was developed in 2017 by 

more than 3700 Internet users as a counter-concept to Bitcoin (BTC) and 



Co. and has since developed as a means of payment, the preferred 

currency within the SafeZone for the purchase of goods and services and 

as a international digital currency, with a stable and steadily increasing 

value, established globally. 

 

The declared goal is to integrate the YEM worldwide as an alternative 

means of payment to FIAT money (USD, EUR, GBP ...) in everyday life and 

to be able to use it for everyday things, which is a gigantic, if not even, 

goal for this declared goal Unique opportunity means that you too can 

be a part of it. 

 

YEM ... A protected natural currency without data abuse 

 

Privacy instead of anonymity 

Stability instead of volatility 

Fast, secure and inexpensive transactions 

Worldwide tax security 

Easy to use ... 

 

These are just a few points that make the YEM unique ... 

 

Knowing these and many other unique features, the YEM was integrated 

into the LifestyleTrading project and is available to every member of the 

LifestyleTrading community via the "YEM Welcome Bonus", the "YEM 

Starter Bonus" and the "YEM Bonus Option" for payouts "given" and 

offered as added value. 

 

 



THE "YEM-INVEST-ACTION" 

 

With the "LifestyleTrading YEM-Invest-Aktion" the project is now taking a 

further step and offers you another and perhaps even unique 

opportunity to use YEM as a means of payment in the LT project (!) and 

to be able to start investing programs through the use of YEM = US 

Dollar! 

 

AND THAT IS HOW IT WORKS!! 

The YEM INVEST ACTION gives you the opportunity to use a maximum of 

2500 YEM over 5 programs at 500 YEM / program and activate LT 

programs worth 900 USD for 9 invest programs at 100 USD / invest! 

 

The credit value of 9 activated invest programs after 365 distributions 

received is at least 1530 US dollars and, if the YEM bonus option is 

selected, even more than 3000 USD !!! 

 

YOUR 1st YEM-INVEST 

You activate your first YEM-Invest with a stake of 500 YEM and receive a 

100 US-Dollar LT program (P1)! 

 

YOUR 2nd YEM-INVEST 

In order to be able to activate your second YEM-Invest you have to start 

a (new) LT-Invest of at least 100 USD (P2) (qualification!) - If this pre-

requisite is fulfilled, you can carry out your second YEM-Invest and you 

will receive another one $ 100 LT program (P3) activated! 

 



 

YOUR 3rd YEM-INVEST 

To be able to activate your third YEM-Invest you have to start a (new) LT-

Invest of at least 100 USD (P4) (qualification!) - If this advance is fulfilled, 

you can start your third YEM-Invest carry out and receive an additional 

US $ 100 LT program (P5) activated! 

 

YOUR 4th YEM-INVEST 

In order to be able to activate your fourth YEM-Invest you have to start a 

(new) LT-Invest of at least 100 USD (P6) (qualification!) - If this pre-

requisite is fulfilled, you can carry out your fourth YEM-Invest and you 

will receive another one $ 100 LT program (P7) activated! 

 

YOUR 5th YEM-INVEST 

In order to be able to activate your fifth YEM-Invest you have to start a 

(new) LT-Invest of at least 100 USD (P8) (qualification!) - If this advance is 

fulfilled, you can start your fifth YEM-Invest carry out and receive an 

additional US $ 100 LT program (P9) activated! 

 

To start the campaign, click the "GO TO YEM INVEST ACTION" button or 

go to the menu item "Promotion / YEM INVEST ACTION". 

 

We wish you a lot of fun with the YEM-INVEST-ACTION and continued 

success with the LifestyleTrading project. 


